Client story: CzechInvest & Retailys

Czech startup Retailys
found success in Asia. It is now assisting
with the expansion of other companies
The founder of the startup Retailys.com, Petr Heller, created an online platform that helps
businesses sell in global marketplaces around the world. After participating in
a three-month acceleration programme with CzechInvest, the company opened a branch
in Singapore. It is now facilitating other companies’ expansion to foreign markets and
represents the Czech Republic on government-sponsored missions around the world.
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Retailys.com startup founder Petr Heller has come up with an online platform that
helps entrepreneurs sell their products on global markets
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Retailys.com & CzechInvest
Because the company first considered expanding
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Czech e-commerce on economic diplomacy
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branch in Singapore, we see that it is easier for us
to penetrate other countries in the region, which
we are now focusing on. To every company that
wants to expand abroad, I recommend a similar
experience, such as acceleration programmes,

“After CzechInvest’s intensive
three-month acceleration programme,
we established a branch in Singapore
and we gained our first customers
and co-workers.”
Petr Heller, CEO of Retailys
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